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ROBERT CLAUDE ASHBY

1876- 1962
R. C. AsHBY was born on lVIay 26, 1876 and died on December 23 last
year. He must have been among the last members of the Club who
had his candidature supported by Sir Alfred Wills, an alpine link
going back over a century. Ashby was proposed by Sir Alan Gillett
and seconded by Wills, and elected to the Club in April, I 9 I I.
His climbing was done, mostly, before I9I4, often with Gillett, and
although he would never have claimed any distinction as a climber,
he delighted in being among mountains, encouraged younger climbers
in every way, and followed mountaineering exploits of later years with
the greatest interest.
A Director (and Chairman) of The Bursledon Brick Company,
later merged with the Sussex & Dorking United Brick Co., and Redlands
Holdings Ltd., he led a very busy life, and from very early days had
been associated with social welfare work. He served throughout the
war of 1914-I8 in France.
T. s. BLAKENEY.
•

PIERRE ARTHUR BAUME

1916-1963
PIERRE BAUME had a great liking for foreign travel, particularly in
mountains. Much of his early youth was spent in Switzerland, from
where his family came, and he had just begun serious Alpine climbing
before the War (Wetterhorn, Monch, Jungfrau in 1939).
After his years of Naval service he was quickly back in the Alps,
often with his brother, our member, L. C. Baume, often guideless.
These visits covered several seasons, and the climbs included Lenzspitze-N adelhorn, W eisshorn, Rimpfischhorn traverse, Zinal Rothorn,
Dent du Geant (North face), as well as several in the Dauphine and
Paradise areas.
·
'
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His appointment as Export Manager of Bally's Shoe Company gave
opportunities to travel and climb widely. He made many climbs on
Table Mountain, the Drakensberg and Cedarsberg Mountains, and
Mount Kenya. His application, when elected to the Alpine Club in
1953, showed a climb of Kibo (Mt. Kilimanjaro), alone, accompanied
part of the way by native porters.
Baume was a man of charm and friendship, interested in music,
painting and photography. It was a drawback of his work, and a source
of great regret to those of us who knew him, that he could only rarely
attend meetings of the Club. His last visit was in February. On
Easter Sunday, in the course of a business journey from Copenhagen
to Iceland, he was killed in an aeroplane crash at Oslo.
M. H. SLATER.

BENTLEY BEETHAM

BENTLEY BEETHAM \vas a boy, and for over forty years a master, at
Barnard Castle School. During his youth he was always keen on wild
life, and especially on birds. It was in studying and photographing
bird life that he first went in for climbing rocks; and he made some
magnificent pictures of birds, as those of us who have seen his slides
know. He wrote several books on birds, the best-known of which is
Our Banished Birds.
He quickly found that one can climb for pleasure and adventure
apart from studying birds. Soon after the war he began climbing in the
Alps; Bower, Meldrum, Beetham and myself persuaded Solly to take us
to Chamonix and introduce us to Alpine climbing. Solly was then over
sixty, but still a fine mountaineer, and we learned a lot from him, which
we at once proceeded to use by making guideless ascents of many of the
Alpine peaks in the early 192o's. Beetham joined the Alpine Club in
1922.
In I 924 he was selected for the Everest expedition, and had very bad
luck, V\·ith a severe attack of sciatica which came on just as the serious
climbing was about to begin. He managed to limp up to Camp 3, with
great pain, in time to see the first attempters coming down, and the
whole expedition was severely handicapped by having its ablest climber
forced into inactivity, while we others did our best with the mountain.
In the years following, Beetham and his companions climbed in
Norway, the Tatra, Dauphine, the Tyrol, and especially the High Atlas
of 1\lorocco, \vhich he visited four or five times, and \vhich he probably
knew better than any other Englishman. An accident to his ankle on
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the Gran des J orasses would have made anyone else a cripple, but not
Beetham. He went on climbing in the Alps and Atlas, as well as on
British crags; all these climbs were done with a continually painful
ankle.
One day on Raven Crag gully he fell and broke his skull in six places,
and his right wrist. He was unconscious for three weeks, but made a
recovery and went on climbing. But recovery was never complete,
and his last year was spent in a nursing home with gradually failing
health of body and mind; death came on April5, and nobody could have
wished his frustrated life to be prolonged. His generosity in leaving a
substantial legacy to the Alpine Club was typical of him. All who knew
him will long remember him as a fine climber, a delightful and unselfish
companion, and a good friend. And his personal courage was beyond
T. H. SoMERVELL.
all praise.
;

•

...

M. G. BRADLEY
Further to the 'In Memoriam' notice printed in
Commander E. B. Beauman writes:

A.J.

68. 164, Wing-

As one who climbed with Bradley for several years, both in this
country and in the Alps, I should like to add a few lines to Dr. Carrell's
sympathetic notice in the May Journal.
Although Bradley always appreciated his expeditions to the Alps,
his main climbing interests were in North Wales. For it was in that
district first at Bettws-y-Coed and later at Capel Curig that he
spent most of his life after the First World War until 1947.
His climbing parties in Wales often mixed at Easter, Whitsun
and Christmas, and indeed throughout most of the year, became well
known and popular institutions, and frequently included members of the
Club, among them Frank Srnythe, John Poole and Denis Forster.
Here, too, he had his favourite climbs which he repeated time after
time, such as Terrace Wall, Zig-Zag, Holly Tree Wall, Avalanche, the
Girdle on the Milestone Buttress and even Little Tryfan. As has
already been said, he was always happy leading novices on their early
climbs. He sometimes rather shook a beginner by starting him off on
'Difficults' but, generally speaking, this method worked well enough.
In Switzerland, in addition to Rosenlaui as a base for the Engelhorner,
he also visited, on several occasions, Stein, the Griesalp and Kandersteg.
At the latter centre he was able to show his skill in tackling snow and ice
peaks, which should effectually dispose of the myth that he had concentrated so -much on rock-climbing that he was unable to cut steps!
And, although he never used the more modern mechanical methods,
•
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Bradley was a fine all round mountaineer as well as being a most agreeable and entertaining companion.
(A -vvord also about the reference in the May notice to Wilfrid Noyce's
slip on the Monch. As I happened to be on the following rope with
G. R. Speaker, I can talk with authority and say that it was only a minor
slip on a minor slope, which could easily have happened to anyone;
and it should be remembered that this was N oyce' s first high mountain.)

H. S. BULLOCK
Further to the 'In lVIemoriam' notice printed in A.J. 68. 166, lVIr. T.A.
Rumbold writes:
To a boy of seventeen cramming at an Eastbourne establishment in
I 897, there came one day a postcard in a very small and cultivated
hand, signed H. S. B. 'Come and climb with me on Beachy Head
to-morrow afternoon', it said. I was filled with delicious awe and apprehension. Was I not to climb with a member of the Alpine Club ?
A slight figure with blue-grey eyes and dark hair and a determined mouth
met me at his gate with a bicycle, a rope and a reassuring smile. That
was my introduction to Herbert Somerset Bullock. He taught me a
lot about chalk but I never had the luck to climb with him in the Alps.
(He was indeed a very good teacher and very kind to young people in
starting them on mountaineering and helping them with their chess and
tennis.)
On Beachy Head, Somerset always contrived to remain clean a
tribute to his fine, balanced style while his companions usually returned smothered in chalk. The contrasts of the white cliffs against
the blue sky above the immensity of the heaving channel far below was,
he thought, an aesthetic shock to be numbered with alpine memories.
His development into a mountaineer seems to have begun early.
In the days of his boyhood he was once climbing in the Alps with
Dean Lefroy and a guide, when the latter during the descent suggested
a glissade. All agreed except Somerset who, having read his ' Badminton' on mountaineering, remembered that it was laid down therein
that a glissade should never be undertaken without certain knowledge of
what lay ahead. Did the guide know what lay below, he enquired, and,
as he appeared to be far from certain, Somerset refused. Later as they
made a more cautious descent they came upon a crevasse lying right in
the path of the proposed glissade. Dean Lefroy did not forget the
'obstinate' boy, who had saved him from disaster, and reminded him
of it many years afterwards.
Probably Somerset Bullock's best climb was the passage of the
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Eigerjoch with Waiter Weston and a frightened porter. Exposure to a
severe thunderstorm on steep ice leading to the crest of the pass provided a final test of courage and endurance. It was an expedition after
his own heart, involving the glacier work in which he excelled. 1
In all his pursuits, \vhich he practised so successfully, the dominating
note was speed. He was fast and enduring on mountain, tennis court
and hockey-field, and this speed was not only of the body but of the
mind. His quick reactions were enviable indeed.
In his study he vvorked \vith great concentration and rapidity.
Days of toil for other men meant only a morning for him. If an author's
plot went wrong, he could put it right or invent another. Indeed, an
author would occasionally find himself presented with a plot and asked
to write up the story. He could tell his illustrators exactly what he
wanted. Here his knowledge of photography was useful. All his life
he was a keen photographer, exhibiting at the shows of the Royal
Photographic Society and also at the Alpine Club. Some of his
portraits had real quality. In later years photography was a great
source of interest as he wandered over the hills of Yorkshire and Wales
with his wife.
It would be interesting to kno\v \vhether he played chess, too, at
speed. Not with the masters, one would think. Once he dared gently
to pull Lasker's leg. While they were discussing chess standards and
whether in games for the championship players ever reached the highest
levels, Somerset remarked that he had played higher chess than
anyone else in Europe. 'What do you mean ? ' said Lasker sharply.
'Oh,' said Somerset, 'I once played a game (blindfold) at the Bertol
Hut at over I I ,ooo feet. '
There was no envy in his nature. He was delighted to encourage
even a spark of literary or artistic talent and rejoiced in his friends'
successes. I well remember his appreciation of Masefield's first long
poem. He was deeply read in the English classics and even wrote a
little poetry himself. His verse, written at top speed as usual, varied a
lot, some of it being memorable. He never took it very seriously, and
indeed was modest over all his successes.
There was mysticism in his religion, the precepts of which he carried
faithfully into his ascetic daily life and work. In this connection one
guesses that there may have been some ethical reason why, until recent
years, Home Words with its large circulation carried no advertisements.
Not so long ago I fell into conversation with a stranger, who, to my
astonishment, I discovered had had some connection with Home Words
and had known Somerset Bullock. 'Until we lost him,' he said, 'we
did not know he was so fine. '
1

See

A.J.

23: 277.
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JOHN ARTHUR GILLAH EMERY
1933-1963

EMERY was killed in an accident while descending the W eisshorn
on August 4, 1963, at the age of t\venty-nine. With all the major
difficulties of the Schalligrat and theNorth ridge behind them, he and his
American companion, David Sowles, had nearly completed the traverse
of the mountain, and were within close reach of easy ground, when they
fell roped together.
John was born in England, but at the age of four months went with
his parents to India. He lived in India until he was seven when, because
of the war, he was sent to a preparatory school (Tudor House, Moss
V ale) in New South Wales. His holidays in Australia were spent at
Knockalong sheep station, and wide horizons were already familiar
to him when he came back to England as a boy of thirteen. At Marlborough, he became Captain of Fencing (as he subsequently did at
Oxford) and won a Stapledon Scholarship in Natural Science to
Exeter College. He went up to Oxford to read Medicine in 1951.
From conventional mountaineering beginnings in Wales, the Lakes
and Scotland he gave, over the next few years, a meteoric display of
skill and accomplishment. He soon had a large number of the hardest
British climbs to his credit. In the Alps he completed three guideless
seasons, with Bernard Jillott as his principal climbing companion. The
first ( 1954) was by way of introduction to alpine mountaineering.
Among a formidable list of climbs done in his second ( 1955) season,
four stand out: the North face of the Argentiere, the Gervasutti couloir
on Mont Blanc de Tacul, Mont Blanc by the Sentinelle Rouge, and the
North-east couloir of the Col du Pain de Sucre. His 1956 season was
dogged by foul weather, but, again climbing with J illott, he did an
original variation on the East face of the Aiguille de Blaitiere and a new
ascent of the Pointe Superieure de Pierre Joseph by the North-east
couloir (A.J. 61. 540, 542.).
John went down from Oxford in 1955 with a First Class Honours
degree, and a fencing half-Blue, having gained a wide circle of friends. He
had already made a name for himself as an outstanding mountaineer, a
keen intellect and a notable personality. The disaster in the Karakoram
which overtook the 1957 Oxford University H~ramosh Expedition, of
which he was a member, cut clean across all these achievements, and
left him severely handicapped physically and, seemingly, with a questionable future.
Probably the best account of the accident appears in Ralph Barker's
book, The Last Blue Mountain. The course of the disaster is a tragic
epic, hardly equalled in mountain history; a tale of strange reversal of
JOHN
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fortune, and one of sheer courage in a situation where there should have
been no survivors at all by the laws of more ordinary mortals. As it was,
Culbert and Jillott died. Returning from the place of the accident,
John fell into a crevasse a little distance short of their top camp at
2o,ooo ft., and was knocked unconscious. He remained there for
several hours, during which time frostbite attacked his limbs, now
immobile, which made him unable to stave off the inevitable damage to
their circulation. It was only due to the determination and strength of
Tony Streather, himself already tried to the extreme, that John \Vas
brought do\vn off the mountain alive.
He returned to St. l\.rlary's Hospital, vvhere, having been awarded a
scholarship in Clinical Medicine, he had been a medical student prior
to Haramosh. So severe was his frostbite that he lost all his toes and
every digit down to the knuckle. During the next months he underwent
a long and painful series of operations on his hands and feet under the
care of Mr. George Bonney and Mr. Patrick Clarkson. His visitors
were amazed, and not a little sceptical, to find him sitting up in bed
reading the latest mountaineering journals and planning future climbs.
Of this time he says, ' I had no hesitation in wanting to climb again; I
had always considered that anyone who stops climbing after a mountain
accident, unless compelled to do so by physical incapacity, has no
business to be climbing in the first place, because he has either failed
initially to consider the full implications of mountaineering, or else has
wilfully blinded himself to them'. In between operations he spent
some time at the R.A.F. Rehabilitation Centre at Hedley Court, Epsom.
John qualified and then was married in I 9 59· He was appointed
House Physician to the Medical Unit at St. Mary's. Professor Peart
says, 'He "\vas a man who accepted his difficulties as merely a further
challenge ... it seemed to me that such was his spirit that he would be
able to do most things, however unlikely it would seem at first sight of
his hands.' (He means the stub of a thumb and forefinger, and the
flabby pad of fat which sufficed for each.)
Not long after his release from hospital we spent a week together in an
outhouse at Wasdale Head. The morning start, never John's best
time, was even more prolonged than usual. Feet still tender had to be
powdered and coaxed into unbroken boots, and trousers properly
adjusted. We wandered up to Gable, put on a rope, tried a pitch or
two, cursed and laughed. It seemed ridiculous to try, yet try he
would. It is almost impossible to believe that \vithin three years he
was doing difficult climbs again in the Alps.
Towards the end of one day as John was drinking a pint of beer in the
hall of the W astwater Hotel, an elderly lady sympathetically said to
him, 'Poor boy, you must have hurt your hands'. He responded with
a restrained yet benign grin. A friend turned and said, 'Should have
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told her you bite your fingernails'. John roared with laughter, and
this became the joke of the week. This episode was typical of his sense
of humour and complete lack of self-pity. Throughout he was able to
view his disability objectively; it was his challenge and the new force
behind all his endeavour.
John's thoughts of this period are graphically shown in his paper,
'The Runcible Cat' (A.J. 66. 29o-8), read to the Club, 'vhich he calls
'one man's wanderings amongst all men's hills'. It is a brilliant piece
of vvriting, which leaves us with a treasured insight into the depths of
his philosophy of mountaineering.
He moved on to Oxford, where at first he did clinical work in the
Respiratory Unit of the Churchill Hospital. From February, 1961, he
was at the University's Department of Physiology doing neurophysiological research work; this involved a variety of highly dexterous procedures, such as dissecting out the spinal cords of rats. It seems certain
that he would have made a valuable contribution to medicine.
When I first met John after Haramosh he was above all someone
whom I felt intensely proud to know. Gradually admiration was replaced by a deep friendship, which I hold as a privilege beyond price.
Whether it was being infected by his uninhibited humour, or discussing
the deeper things in our lives, love, family, future or mountains, I
always left him feeling better, more enthusiastic, more humble. His
own words sum up my feelings, ' When I see hills I see them in their
old beauty and I see my friends and myself upon them, as we are now
and as we have been '.
If ever a man plum bed the depths of human experience, John did;
or climbed to the height of human endeavour, he had. It is to his wife
Sara and their daughter, and also to John's parents, that our deepest
feelings must turn.
Sue Streather chose, for the title-page of the book written on Haramosh, the lines from Flecker's Hassan; they perfectly apply to John:

•vVe are the pilgrims, master ; we shall go
Always a little further : it may be
Beyond that last blue mountain barred with snow'.

P. R.
MAJOR

STEELE.

H. R. A. STREATHER writes:

The evening I staggered back to Camp IV on Haramosh is one that I
could never forget. We had been hit by tragedy upon tragedy. Bernard Jillott was dead. Rae Culbert was dying, and would certainly be
dead before we could get back to help him even if we had been in a fit
state to do so. I was exhausted and frost-bitten, but just alive. John
Emery was exhausted and very severely frost- bitten and by all rights
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should have been dead. He had spent the last night and part of that
day unconscious and wedged in the bottom of a crevasse.
It was the same spirit and sheer guts which got him out of the crevasse
unaided that was to get both of us off the mountain and back to Base
Camp five days later. It has been said that I brought John down off the
mountain. This is only half true. I might have been the stronger, but
had it not been for John's determination, uncrushable spirit and unfailing good humour neither of us would have got off that mountain. It
was more than any one person could face alone. But how could we give
up? John never gave up.
He never gave up _for one minute during the long series of operations
and the months spent in hospital that followed Haramosh. He never
gave up as he started to walk again, although his feet were such that
many people would have taken to a wheel-chair. He never gave up as
he started to use his hands again, although now there were no fingers
and no thumbs.
I well remember the great excitement when he found he could again
manage his black tie alone. John was most particular about his dress,
and would never have dreamed of wearing a made-up bow! Before that
there had been a series of adventures, as he mastered one problem after
another. He had stayed often at our house at Camberley, between spells
at St. Mary's Hospital and the Rehabilitation Centre at Hedley Court.
Long before he could walk properly he found he could ride a bicycle, and
he would go round and round our lawn, amidst laughter and cheers, until
he was exhausted and shouted to be caught and taken off. Later we let
the tyres down a bit to make it harder work! 'Must get fit,' John would
say as he panted past. He would be climbing again before long. He
did get fit, and he did climb again difficult climbs at that.
His death now in the Alps comes as a tragic blow to his wife and baby
daughter, to his family and to his many friends. We can only be grateful
for all he has taught us. Such humour, such enthusiasm, such courage
are surely rare.
.
MR. A. K. RAWLINSON writes :
Tragic for his family, his profession and his friends, the death of John
Emery is also a grievous loss to the Alpine Club. He took much
interest in the affairs of the Club and did much work for it. Because of
his wide friendships and knowledge of climbers both inside and outside
the Club he was a particularly valuable member of the Committee. He
was also a member of the Screening Committee of the Mount Everest
Foundation. He edited the Expeditions section of the Alpine Journal
and undertook much correspondence for this purpose. He was also
the Hon. Treasurer of the Alpine Climbing Group, of which he had
been a member since 1957.
·
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His paper ' Th~ Runcible Cat ' was one of the most original and distinguished papers delivered to the Club for many years. It gave an
account of the development of his attitude to mountains when he
returned to climbing after Haramosh. What is perhaps not fully
apparent from the paper is how severe were the handicaps imposed by
his injuries or how much he achieved in spite of them.
I had the happiness of climbing with him at Saas and Zermatt in
I962. It was among the best of Alpine holidays. He had already, in
the previous two years, been doing climbs of the calibre of the Breithorn
Triftjigrat, Monte Rosa Cresta Rey, and the Matterhorn, which for
him was a much harder climb than for most of us, for his maimed hands
could not grasp fixed ropes. In I 962 his climbs included the North
ridge of the Weissmies, the Lenzspitze-N adelhorn traverse (on which he
led the rock ridge up to the Nadelhorn), the traverse of the Zinal
Rothorn by the Rothorngrat and North ridge, and the Ferpecle Ridge
of the Dent Blanche.
On all these climbs he played his full part as a member of the party.
Now and again he might pause briefly on the more difficult rock
pitches to work out how to climb them without fingers, but there was no
question of accepting help from the rope: he climbed everything himself. His enjoyment in doing so, and in the whole expedition, made him
the most delightful of companions.
These successes were a great encouragement to him. In I963 he
went out to the Alps with an ambitious programme. He hoped particularly to do some big climbs on snow and ice, on which he felt himself less handicapped than on rock. He had invented, and successfully
tried out in I 962, an ingenious device for strapping his ice-axe to his
- wrist so that he could cut steps.
A traverse of the Weisshorn had long been among his projects. The
combination of the Schalligrat and the North ridge was unquestionably
the longest and hardest climb he had attempted since Haramosh. We
do not know how the accident happened. Mter so long a climb, he and
his companion were almost certainly tired. But however tired, John
must have known the thrill of triumph on this greatest of his climbs.
He had climbed the Schalligrat, reached the summit, traversed the
difficult part of the North ridge; the easy descent to the Tracuit hut
was near. I think he died at a moment of great happiness.

ARTHUR BREWSTER EMMONS Ill

I9ID-I962

ART.

began climbing during his school-days, in the Dolomites and Western United States. In I930, while at Harvard (where
E MMONS
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he was President of the Mountaineering Club), he took part in the
first attempt on Mount Fairweather, Alaska, with Brad Washburn,
Charlie Houston and others, and on the way home did Sir Donald in
the Selkirks by the North-west ridge, and other climbs. In 1932,
with Terris Moo re, Dick Burdsall and Jack Young, Minya Konka
(24,900 ft.), near the border of western China and Tibet, was the objective. An injury to his head, followed by freezing of both feet and
hands, kept him in camp at 22,500 ft., after reaching 23,500, while
Moore and Burdsall reached the summit.
The journey back to Tatsienlu, where toes were amputated, and
return journey down the Yangtse to Shanghai; thence home and further
amputations to the second joints of both feet, would have ended many
climbing careers. Art., however, kept on both ski-ing and climbing:
'less chance of freezing my feet, now', he would say. In 1936, with
Houston, Odell and Tilman, he went to Nanda Devi and reached
19,000 ft., just below Longstaff's Col.
In 1939 he began his career with the State Department in Washington.
After posts in Canada, China, Korea, Uruguay, Spain, Australia,
Malaya and Ireland (from which he attended the Alpine Club Centenary), he was Deputy Director of South-west Pacific Affairs at the time
of his death in August, 1962. During his diplomatic career he climbed
whenever there was a chance in Korea, the Andes, western U.S. and
New Zealand.
Always outwardly cheerful, Art. was a good man at both work and
play. He had been a member of the Alpine Club since 1934, as well as
of the American Alpine Club. He leaves his wife and two grown
daughters.
H. s. HALL, JR.

JOHN ERNEST GROSVENOR

ERNEST GROSVENOR died on February 4 at the Masonic Hospital,
London, after an operation. He was thirty-eight before he joined
climbing to his other favou!ite pastime of hunting. Much of his early
climbing was done on British crags for which he maintained his vigour
and affection, whether climbing or walking, until his death.
However, he was, from the beginning, drawn to the Alps, and almost
every season until the war saw him climbing there, usually from his
favourite bases of Belalp or Arolla. During this time he made the
ascent of nearly all of the normal routes up· the great Alpine peaks; the
•
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Ecrins, traverse of the Meije, Grepon, Dent Blanche (twice), to name
only a few. Most of these were done guideless with members of the
Climbers' Club.
He was a neat and delicate climber and even at sixty-five could lead
his grand-daughter up the Grooved Arete on Tryfan, and at seventy-one
ascended the Riffelhorn with me with all the ease of a much younger
man. Grosvenor also visited Norway, Corsica and the Dolomites.
Here, a particularly bad season resulted in only mediocre climbs being
done; there were also too many people for his liking.
One's first impression of him was of an aloof personality. This vvas
a screen for his warmth and kindness. As Secretary during his
Presidency of the M.A.M., I realised the value of his good judgement
and firm decision when various problems connected with the immediate
post-war development of the Club arose. This stemmed from a lifetime in the public affairs of Kidderminster, v;here he was the third
generation of his family to become Mayor.
In 1939 he was High Sheriff of Worcestershire and \vas avvarded the
M.B.E. He had a long association with the Army and was mentioned
in despatches during the Palestine Campaign; he was awarded the
Territorial Decoration in 1920. During the Second War he joined the
Observer Corps and was a Major in the Home Guard.
In addition to his interests in education, Grosvenor \vas a keen and
prominent Freemason, being Grand Chaplain of the United Grand
Lodge of England. In 1946 he retired from the family business and
took Holy Orders in the Anglican Ministry at St. John's College,
Durham. He was ordained a priest in 1948 when he became curate to
the rector of Churchill with Blakedown.
His loss \vill be much felt for he had a distinguished record as an
industrialist, civic leader, sportsman, soldier, magistrate and clergyman.

J. s.

BYAM-GROUNDS.

•

GEORGE GRAHAM lVIACPHEE

EARLY this year Graham Macphee, descending alone from a mountain
in the Canary Islands, lost his life, apparently on fairly easy ground, and
so we have lost a great mountaineer and a most attractive personality.
He was born and educated in Glasgow. During the First World War
he joined the Highland Light Infantry at the age of seventeen, and later
transferred to the Royal Flying Corps, serving as a pilot in France until
23
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he was shot down and made prisoner. When the war was over he
graduated in medicine at Glasgow University, obtaining a doctorate of
medicine there, and continued his further studies in Vienna. In 1930
he married Jean Craigie and had two sons and two daughters. May we
offer them our deep sympathy ?
His climbing started in Scotland and, in spite of his achievements in
Wales, the Lake District, the Alps and in other mountains, it was to
Scotland that he returned throughout his life. His service to Scottish
mountaineering was considerable, not only during his term as President
of the Scottish Mountaineering Club, but in his work for the Mountain
Rescue Committee and in the tremendous work he put into editing the
Rock Climbing Guide to Ben Nevis. This he did most thoroughly,
and with his usual unbounded energy, visiting Ben Nevis weekend
after weekend, motoring all the way from his home in Liverpool.
He was determined to climb and classify every route on the mountain himself, a task which he never quite achieved because he was
unable to reconcile the publication date with the activities of certain
other mountaineers who opened up new routes almost as fast as he
.
could climb them.
It was on Ben Nevis in 1934 that I first met him, and the occasion was
typical. On the way up from Liverpool he had climbed Snowdon,
Scafell Pike and Ben Nevis since the previous midnight, driving his
own car between them. He reached the hut late on Saturday evening,
but was up and out on Sunday trying to straighten out 'The Castle'. I
got the impression that he was a little ashamed at being caught recordbreaking, but he was still record-breaking at the age of fifty-seven when
he polished off all the 3 ,ooo ft. mountains in Scotland which he had not
already climbed. As to his rock climbing, one has only to glance
through the guide-books to realise what he achieved.
He was approaching thirty when he first visited the Alps. Although
he did not go there every year, he made up for this when he did. He
complained that he never had a good season as the weather was always
bad. This was certainly true the year I climbed with him, but his
normal list of expeditions for one season would have satisfied most
people spread out over two or three. His application for membership
of the Alpine Club (1934) includes an intriguing entry. It simply says
'Traversed Aiguille Noir de Pettere' (sic), and in the column provided
for names uf companions he entered only his own initials' G.G.M '. I
suspected that this might have been a thin disguise of a very formidable
solo climb which might not have been approved by the selection committee; and so it was. He kept his secret for fifteen years and then
admitted that he had done a new direct route up the South face in a
white rage, because his companion, an expert rock climber, had
refused to cross an easy glacier at the foot. Then he wondered how he
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would get down! I can discover no more about this exploit, nor can I
identify the route. It must have been an exciting trip. 2
When I joined him for the Centenary Meet, he had already been in the
Alps for a month and had climbed eleven peaks of over 4,ooo m. and
a number of smaller ones, with various companions. After a day or two
at Courmayeur we crossed to Zermatt and had a r6!-hour day on the
Dent d'Herens. We arrived back at the hut in a snow-storm after
dark. Three of us were ready for bed, but Graham continued down the
valley to the hotel nine miles further on ; there seemed to be no stopping
him. He had explained that at his age he must soon retire from Alpine
climbing and that he still had quite a lot to do. He was certainly still a
member of the Groupe de Haute Montagne at the age of sixty.
His circle of climbing companions was large and he would climb with
anyone who was free when he was free, but many people knew him best
as a member of the Club or during his term of office as President of the
British Mountaineering Council. Here we had a kind, helpful and
amusing man, enthusiastic about his own and everybody else's plans for
future climbing trips, but reticent about his past achievements. His
sense of fun, which he poked at us all the time, was incorrigible and at
times almost outrageous. To those who could take it, and I think we
nearly all could, he was a good friend and a great companion.
lAIN

H.

0GILVIE.

CHARLES GUSTAVUS MARKBREITER

who died on July 24 last, was elected to membership of
the Club in I923, having been proposed by H. Scott Tucker and seconded
by W. P. Haskett-Smith.
His qualification shows that he visited the Alps every year from 1904
until the outbreak of the I 9 I 4-I 8 War and then again in the years I 920-22.
During these years he undertook a very large number of expeditions but
it is noticeable that, whilst he climbed to some extent in most regions of
the Alps, he seemed to have a marked preference for south-eastern
Switzerland and the Dolomites.
_
In I948 he was elected to be a member of the Club committee.
MARKBREITER,

2

Among Macphee's greatest expeditions was his enforced descent, with
F . S. Smythe, in a tourmente from the Col de Peuterey to the Freney glacier, the
party having been caught by storm on the Aiguille Blanche (A.J. 39· 320 and
40 62 sqq.). At the time the party was unaware that any previous descent of
this route had been made. EDITOR.
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The record is a little uncertain, but it seems clear that before the outbreak of the 1939- 45 War Markbreiter had ceased to climb actively in the
Alps but had by no means ceased to frequent the homeland hills. It was
in these circumstances that \Ve first met.
By profession Markbreiter was a senior Civil Servant and the Second
World VVar found him with a burden of worry and care which his friends
sometimes feared might result in a breakdown. However, he seemed
to draw strength from wanderings on the British hills and one remembers
occasions \Vhen, in the foul est weather, it was a matter of the greatest
difficulty to persuade him to leave the tops at the end of the day.
Advancing years brought what was a tragedy for so active a man. The
onset of arthritis crippled him, so that he could no longer visit mountains
nor indulge in his favourite sport of swimming. In spite of all this
Markbreiter did not lose his interest in mountaineering and, vvhilst of
late years he was rarely able to attend meetings, he was regularly to be
found making his way slowly to his place at Club dinners.
From some points of view Markbreiter was perhaps an eccentric, but
a most lovable one "\vho will be greatly missed by those who had the
privilege of knowing him.
G. STARKEY.

CARLO PIVANO

CARLO PIVANO was born at Biella on November 6, 1931, and died on
June 21, 1963, on the way back from climbing Saguasiray (5,720 m.)
in the Peruvian Andes.
Carlo had the poetry of mountains in his blood and in his soul.
He was little more than a child when he started climbing on the lesser
Alps surrounding Biella. He was nineteen years old when he attained
higher goals and from then on he climbed numerous Alpine peaks,
accounting for thirty-three over 4,ooo m. Among his climbs may be
mentioned: in the Mont Blanc group, Mont Blanc by the Brenva and
Route Major; Mont Maudit, the Rochefort ridge, Tour Ronde, Mont
Dolent. I only note the Eiger by the Mittellegi ridge in the Oberland,
but in the Valais he had done most of the routes in the Monte Rosa
group, including Nordend by the Brioschi ridge, Lyskamm traverse,
Breithorn (Younggrat), Taschhorn-Dom traverse, Matterhorn, Weisshorn, V elan, La Sengla; and he had a long list of ascents in the Bregaglia
and adjacent alpine regions. In 1959 he was elected to the Alpine Club.
He was invited to take part in the expeilition, ' City of Biella ', which
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left Italy on June 12, 1963, for Peru, where they intended to make
researches and to climb some peaks in the Paucartambo Cordillera/
TerihuefSaguasiray. The enthusiasm, the capacity and good sense of
Pivano, who was deputy leader of the expedition, gave everybody reason
to expect a big success and, in fact, all their peaks were climbed.
On June 21, four climbers, Franco Riva with Fulvio Ratto, and Nino
Zappa with Carlo Pivano, left their Camp 2 and reached the top of
Saguasiray at 1300 hours. On the way down, while everything was
going on easily, and the four men had descended to about 5,390 m., a
rock, about a cubic metre in size, struck Pivano and killed him.
There was nothing to do but to carry the burden down to near
Camp 2 and bury it in the snow. Thanks to the kind co-operation of
the Italian Ambassador, Signor Baistrouhi, and particularly of the
Peruvian authorities, and of many members of the Italian colony in
Lima, the body was recovered a few days later by helicopter and carried
to Cuzco and then to Lima. On July 6, the body was back in Biella
again and the funeral was a striking demonstration of sorrow of the whole
population.
The Italian Alpine Club had lost a young and active member who
would have certainly continued to keep high the flag of alpinism; his
death has thrown into mourning a young wife and a little daughter,
who have lost the strong basis of their family life.

G. A.

-

RIVETTI.

FRANCIS HUGH SLINGSBY
1894-1963

THE sudden and untimely death of Hugh Slingsby on February 20
came as a shock to his friends in the Club~ He belonged to one of the
great mountaineering families, and he was the nephew and godson of
the celebrated Cecil Slingsby. He was born on August 22, 1894, and
was the second son of Frank Edwin Slingsby of Farnhill Hall, Skipton,
and of Brigg Flats, Sedbergh.
He was a scholar of Winchester and also of New College, Oxford.
During the First World War he saw active service in France with the
South Staffordshire Regiment. He was wounded several times
and awarded the Military Cross.
After the war he returned to Oxford to take his degree and then
passed very high into the Civil Service. He first went into the Treasury
and later transferred to the Public Record Office as Assistant Keeper
of the Public Records, where his knowledge of Anglo-Saxon came in
extremely useful. He remained there till he retired in 1959. He was
•
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also a Barrister of the Inner Temple, but never practised. In addition
he was a Mason, and a prominent member of three Lodges.
Hugh Slingsby was a typical Y orkshireman outspoken and sometimes aggressive, but kind-hearted, and he would go to a lot of trouble
to help his friends. He had also a keen sense of humour. He was,
of course, a prominent member of the Yorkshire Ramblers' Club, and
an enthusiastic pot-holer.
He joined the Alpine Club in 1932 and was a regular attendant at
all the London Meetings. In the Alps he was considerably handicapped
by his war wounds and went in mainly for the high passes rather than
the high mountains. Although he gave one the impression of being
rather slow, he would sometimes develop the most amazing turn of
speed.
He visited more mountain districts than perhaps most people, his
usual climbing companion being A. A. Galloway or, on occasion,
the late F. S. Smythe. Apart from the Alps he had climbed in Norway,
the Dauphine, the Pyrenees, the Gran Sasso and Corsica. On short,
late autumn holidays with A. A. Galloway, he also visited such unusual
places as Sicily, Stromboli, Sardinia and Tenerife.
He was a charming companion and will be sadly missed by his friends.
In 1932 he married Audrey Rundall, who survives him. We should
like to offer her our deepest sympathy in her great loss. ·

M. N.
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